Occurrcd when European nations competed to obtain more colonies. This mostly began a fierce competition to gain more colonies. This mostly followed their unification, Europeans became industrialized. This influenced the unification of Germany and Italy. Following Napoleon, European nations became interested in expanding their colonies. New imperialist nations were also interested in finding locations to invest in. Additionally, following Napoleon, European nations invested in purchasing their surplus manufactured products. People to purchase the surplus manufactured products. A result of the Industrial Revolution, European nations need more natural resources, but also sought to create markets to sell goods. As a result of the Industrial Revolution, European nations formed the First and Second Coalitions in 1800s. It was also concerned with establishing trade routes and obtaining Caribbean islands.

North America, South America, and the coasts. These colonies were mostly established in the western resources, and acquiring land which they called their empire. Were interested in establishing trade routes, obtaining natural to 1800s as part of the "Age of Exploration." During this time period, Old Imperialism (you studied in 9th grade) lasted from about 1500 to
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